
2022 Airbnb Winter Release: Introducing an
All-New Easy Way to Airbnb Your Home
Ahead of the Holidays

With the all-new Airbnb Setup and even more AirCover for
Hosts, this holiday season is the perfect time to put your place
on Airbnb
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Have you ever thought of earning extra income by sharing your own home while you are

away visiting loved ones during the holidays. Well one way to do that is through listing

your space on Airbnb – which is now easier than ever.

In May, Airbnb introduced Airbnb Categories so that millions of people could discover

homes they never knew existed. Now, Airbnb is introducing Airbnb Setup to make it easy

for millions of people to Airbnb their home. The platform is also providing even more

AirCover for Hosts and adding more Airbnb Categories.

Recently, Airbnb Superhost, Katie Kay Mead conducted a satellite media tour to talk

about how hosting has helped her earn extra income while supporting her community,

and the 2022 Airbnb Winter Release.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at:

https://youtu.be/GmPl6ToSzkg 
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With the all-new Airbnb Setup and even more AirCover for Hosts, this holiday season is

the perfect time to put your place on Airbnb

● Introducing Airbnb Setup - The all-new, super easy way to Airbnb your home, with

free one-to-one guidance from a Superhost.

● Even more AirCover for Hosts - Now featuring even more top-to-bottom protection,

with guest identity verification, reservation screening, and $3M damage protection,

including coverage for cars, boats, art and valuables.

● New Airbnb Categories - Introducing six new categories of homes, as well as

improving the way Airbnb Categories are displayed.

For those looking to Airbnb their home, now is the perfect time to start hosting. Airbnb

reports that new homes book almost immediately. In Q3 2022, 50 percent of new Hosts

received a booking within three days of activation – and inIn countries with high levels of

inflation, Airbnb has also seen strong growth in new Hosts – earning extra income at a

time when it’s never been more important.

Introducing Airbnb Setup

Over the past year, nearly 30 million people have visited Airbnb to learn about hosting.

Now, Airbnb is making it even easier and safer for millions of people to get started.

Introducing Airbnb Setup, the all-new, super easy way to Airbnb your home. Airbnb

Setup includes:
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● One-to-one guidance from a Superhost - When you begin Airbnb Setup, they’ll

match you with a Superhost for free one-to-one guidance from your first question

through your first guest. You can chat with your Superhost over audio, video, or

messaging. More than 1,600 Superhosts are available in over 80 countries dedicated to

helping new Hosts get started.

● An experienced guest for your first booking - For your first booking, you can choose

to welcome an experienced guest who has at least three stays and a good track record

on Airbnb.

● Specialized support from Airbnb - As a new Host, you get one-tap access to a

specially trained team of Community Support agents. They can help with everything from

account issues to getting paid and are available via phone, messaging, or email in over

42 languages.

Even more AirCover for Hosts

Last November, Airbnb introduced AirCover to provide unmatched, top-to-bottom

protection for every Host on Airbnb. Today, they’re making major upgrades to AirCover

for Hosts:

● Guest identity verification – Expansion of identity verification to all booking guests

traveling to the top 35 countries on Airbnb—representing 95 percent of all reservations.

● Reservation screening technology – The launching of an Airbnb proprietary

reservation screening technology in the US and Canada, which helps reduce the chance

of disruptive parties.

● $3M damage protection - Tripling damage protection from $1 million to $3 million –

covering both your home and its contents.

● Auto & boat protection – Airbnb now provides damage protection for cars, boats,

and other watercraft that you park or store at your property.

● Art & valuables protection - Your fine art, jewelry, and collectibles will now be

repaired or replaced at its appraised value.

● Easier to file a claim- You can now file a claim for damage protection in a few simple

steps and easily track its progress from submission through payout.

Upgrades to Airbnb Categories

In May, Airbnb introduced a new way to search designed around Airbnb Categories.

Today, they’re introducing six new categories:



● Top of the world - Homes located around 10,000 feet above sea level, often with

stunning views.

● Adapted - Wheelchair-accessible homes verified to include step-free paths into the

home, bedroom and bathroom.

● Play - Homes with basketball courts, game rooms, trampolines, water slides and more.

● Trending - Highly-rated homes that received more listing views compared to the

previous week.

● New - Homes added to Airbnb within the past 10 weeks.

● Hanoks - Traditional Korean homes constructed of natural materials.

Airbnb is also improving what Categories are displayed. For example, when you launch

the app, you'll see the Vineyards category if you recently searched for homes in Napa. In

addition, you'll see more details when viewing categories in search results. For example,

homes with amazing views will list the type of view, and homes near national parks will

show the distance to the park entrance.

To find out more about the Airbnb 2022 Winter Release, visit Airbnb.

About Katie

Katie is an Airbnb Superhost, and Airbnb Ambassador & Community Leader based in

Southern California. In early 2014, Katie and her husband bought their first home in Palm

Springs – one of their favorite spots in California – and began their hosting journey. Nine

years later, Katie (and her growing family) have hosted over 5,000 guests. Katie also co-

hosts for many local-area hosts, and considers supporting other Hosts one of her

greatest joys – helping people create warm and welcoming spaces to share with future

guests from around the world.

About Airbnb

Airbnb was born in 2007 when two Hosts welcomed three guests to their San Francisco

home and has since grown to 4 million Hosts who have welcomed more than 1 billion

guest arrivals in almost every country across the globe. Every day, Hosts offer one-of-a-

kind stays and unique Experiences that make it possible for guests to experience the

world in a more authentic, connected way.
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